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I           ntroducing one of the finest in the Peugeot pantheon, an 
incredible machine of neo-modern design that exudes 
elegance, oozes sophistication and challenges the concept 

of the Sport model. The new Peugeot 308 GTi has released 
two different variants of the model: the 250 and the 270, both 
of which are powered using the same 1.6-litre turbo charged 
petrol engine. 

This month, Transport Monthly had the pleasure of testing the 
new Peugeot 308 GTI 270. As always, we put the cars through 
their paces, but this Peugeot really was something else, from 
the distinctive look of the car to its near-unparalleled high 
powered performance. 

Enveloped beneath its glossy surface is the hugely 
capable 1.6L THP turbocharged engine, which was 
perfectly engineered by Peugeot Sport. The GTi 270 
engine is equipped with lightweight Mahle race pistons, 
increased injection pressure and a Borgwarner twin 
scroll turbo charger. 

Specifications 1.6L 270 S&S
Fuel Type

Transmission

Gears

Max Speed 

Acceleration (0-62)

Maximum torque lb/ft (Nm)

CO2 emissions (g/km)

Urban drive cycle MPG (litres/100km)

Combined drive cycle MPG (litres/100km)

Petrol

Manual

6 speed

155 mph

6.0 sec

243 (330) @1900

139

34.9 (8.1)

47.1 (6.0)

Peugeot’s new GTi 270 is a dignified six speed manual that 
boasts 270 bhp and is fitted with hi-tech Torsen limited-slip 
as standard, which channels its power to the wheel with 
the most grip, making it quicker through those bends with 
extraordinary balance. The GTi 270 impressively transitions 
from 0-62 mph in just 6 seconds, with a remarkable top 
speed of 155mph.

A powerful engine needs powerful braking. Peugeot Sport 
has installed expertly designed ventilated front braking 
discs with a diameter of 380mm, which are mounted on a 
aluminium hubs and connected by four pistons. 

The combination of French precision engineering, over 
three decades of experience in the industry and consistently 
evolving cars has secured Peugeot Sport iconic status as an 
eloquent collaboration of power, precision and poise.

The interior of the GTi 270 sets the bar for comfort with 
luxurious black mistral leather sports style heated front 

seats with seat back pockets and electric lumbar 
adjustment on driver’s seat. 

As a muse of modern society the GTi 270 embodied 
every quintessential technology, including 
standard safety and security features like driver 
and passenger airbags, anti-braking, electronic 
brake force distribution and emergency braking 
assistance. The GTi 270 will ease you into complete 
comfort and convenience with the front and rear 
parking sensors, colour reversing camera, electric 
windows and the exclusive (to) Peugeot  Open 
and Go system. 

Peugeot have generously installed a satellite 
navigation system with five years of free 
mapping updates as a standard with the 
GTi models. Further interior entertainment 
systems include a DAB digital radio and 
Bluetooth telephone capabilities.

REVIEW Peugeot 308 GTi 270
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Our model was also kitted with the driver sport 
pack: an extremely useful tool, which is standard 
for the GTi models. The driver sport pack increases 
the responsiveness of the engine and gearbox 
to the accelerator pedal and displays vehicle 
dynamic parameters. This includes: acceleration, 
power delivery, turbo and amplifies engine 
sound in the cabin.

The GTi is highly customisable with the option 
of 11 colours for the exterior paint, which 
includes the bespoke Coupe Franch design 
and the range of 16” to 19” alloy wheels.
 
During our week of trialling Peugeot’s new 
GTi 270 our expectations were exceeded, 
Peugeot has successfully delivered the 
epitome of a sports car. 

We particularly enjoyed the sport button, 
when this button is pressed in other 
vehicles there are very minimal changes, 
but with the 308GTi, everything improves. 
Not only does the engine sound meaner, 
the power is overwhelming and the 
whole colour of the dials changing really 
make you feel powerful.

“
”2015

excitingOverall, Transport Monthly 

rates the Peugeot 308 GTi 

the most exciting car of 2015!
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